The Scheiner Family Heraldry
Diel Early Origins

The surname Diel was first found in Frankfurt, where the name came from humble beginnings but
gained a significant reputation for its contribution to the emerging medieval society. It later became
more prominent as many branches of the same house acquired distant estates, some in foreign
countries, always elevating their social status by their great contributions to society. The family is
known to have come with the Teutonic Order to Prussia; Knights bearing this name fought against the
Poles at the decisive battle of Tannenberg.
Spelling variations of this family name include: Diehl, Diel, Dele, Deel, Diehle, Diele, Diehlen and
others.

BLAZONING OF THE DIEHL COAT OF ARMS
BLAZON (Wappen der Familie Diehl):
ARMS (Shield):
Azure, between three mullets one and two or, a fess argent

CREST (Helmet):
On a torse of the colors, between a vol per pale the dexter argent, the sinister or, a mullet of the last

MANTLE (Decken):
The dexter of the first and third, the sinister of the first and second (Mantling is seldom deScribed
unless other than the Primary Tinctures are to be used - such as in this case)

MOTTO:
None recorded (It is rare for the German Achievement to deScribe a motto)

REFERENCE SOURCE:
Armorial General by J.B. Rietstap

ARMS (Shield) INTERPRETATION:
Azure - (Means the Shield is Blue (Azure=Blue))
between three Mullets - (Means something, to be described next (the Fess) will go between three 5
pointed Stars (Mullets))
one and two “or” - (Means 1 of the Golden (Or=Gold) Stars will be in the top third (Chief) of the
Shield & the other 2 will go in the bottom third (Base) - Note that the 2 Stars in base could have
been drawn in any arrangement, as it wasn't specifically described but horizontal is the usual
orientation for 1 & 2)
a Fess argent - (Means a wide, Silver (Argent=Silver), horizontal stripe (Fess) is added to the Shield
(between the Stars))

CREST (Helmet) INTERPRETATION:
On a Torse of the colors - (Means the next thing deScribed will go upon a cloth wreath (Torse) of 6
twists, alternating between the primary tinctures)
between a Vol - (Means "something" (a Star), to be deScribed later, will go between a pair of
uplifted Wings conjoined at the base (Vol))
per pale - (Means the Wings are divided in half vertically)
the dexter argent, the sinister or - (Means the left (Dexter (viewers left)) Wing is Silver
(Argent=Silver & the other wing is Gold (Or=Gold))
a Mullet of the last - (Means the thing that goes between the wings of the Vol is a Golden (of the last
(last color mentioned)) 5 pointed Star (Mullet) - this Vol & Star combo is then affixed, by the Torse,
together with the Mantling, to the Helmet, which is drawn in Profile with the Visor closed or with No
Visor nor Grilles - the kind used by a "Bürgerliche" (Esquire/Commoner/Citizen))

SYMBOLISM:
Fess - (Military belt or girdle of honor; represents readiness to serve the public)
Star (Mullet) - (Divine quality from above)
Vol (Wings) - (Swiftness, protection, celebrity)
Colors:
Argent (Silver) - (Peace and sincerity)
Azure (Blue) - (Loyalty and truth)
Or (Gold) - (Generosity)

Schmit Early Origins
The surname Schmit was first found in the northern provinces that were later to make up Prussia, where
the name emerged in medieval times as one of the notable families of the region.

Schmit Spelling Variations
One can encounter great variation in the spelling of surnames: in early times, spelling in general, and
thus the spelling of names was not yet standardized; and later, spellings would change with branching
and movement of families. Variations of the name Schmit include Schmidt (northern Germany),
Schmid (southern Germany), Schmitz (Rhineland), Schmied, Schmitt, Smith (English) and many mor

Schmit Early Notables (pre 1700)
Prominent bearers of the family name Schmit during this time period were Bernhard Schmidt (16301708), known as "Father Smith", who was a famous organ builder; Georg Philipp Schmidt (17661849), known as "Schmidt from Luebeck", who was a physician and Romantic poet; Friederich
Wilhelm Schmidt (1764-1838), who was a Prussian pastor and...

The Great Migration
Since medieval times, the state of Prussia has played an important part in the history of Germany. The
state's military powers were historically very strong, and endured until after the Second World War,
when the territory was broken up and divided between the Soviet Union, Poland, East Germany and
West Germany.

BLAZONING OF THE SCHMIDT COAT OF ARMS
BLAZON (Wappen der Familie Schmidt):
ARMS (Shield):
Azure a lion rampant rr, holding a hammer bendways of the second

CREST (Helmet):
On a torse of the colors between a vol argent, a hammer sable

MANTLE (Decken):
Not described (Mantling is seldom described unless other than the Primary Tinctures are to be used)

MOTTO:
None recorded (It is rare for the German Achievement to describe a motto)

REFERENCE SOURCE:
Armorial General by J.B. Rietstap

ARMS (Shield) INTERPRETATION:
Azure - (Means the Shield is Blue (Azure = Blue))
A Lion Rampant Or - (Means, in profile, a rampaging (Rampant) male (unless otherwise
deScribed) Lion standing on one hind leg and colored golden (Or = Gold) is placed upon the Shield)
holding a hammer bendways of the second - (Means the Lion is holding a hammer in a diagonal
attitude/orientation (Bendways) and it takes the color of the second color mentioned (Or))

CREST (Helmet) INTERPRETATION:
On a Torse of the colors - (Means the next thing deScribed will go upon a cloth wreath (Torse) of 6
twists, alternating between the primary tinctures)
between a Vol argent - (Means the next thing deScribed will go between a pair of Silver
(Argent=Silver) upraised wings conjoined at the base - a Vol)
a Hammer sable - (Means a Black (Sable=Black) Hammer is what goes between the wings of the
Vol, and this is all affixed by the Torse (together with the Mantling to the Helmet, which is drawn in
Profile with its Visor Closed, or with no Visor nor Grilles - the kind used by a "Bürgerliche"
(Esquire/Commoner/Citizen))

SYMBOLISM:
Hammer - (Honor; emblem of the smith's trade)
Lion - (Courage)
Vol (Wings) - (Swiftness, protection, celebrity,)
Colors:
Argent (Silver) - (Peace and sincerity)
Azure (Blue) - (Loyalty and truth)
Or (Gold) - (Generosity)
Sable (Black) - (Constancy, sometimes grief)

Scheiner Early Origins
The surname Scheiner was first found in Switzerland, where the
name emerged in medieval times as one of the important families of
the region. From the 13th century the surname was identified with
the great social and economic evolution which made this territory a
landmark contributor to the development of the nations of the
Germans and the Dutch.
This Dutch and German surname of SCHEINER was a nickname
for a handsome or pleasant man, derived from the Old German
SCHON (fine, beautiful, bright and refined).
Scheiner Spelling Variations
Spelling variations of this family name include: Schein, Scheins,
Shein, Scheine, Sheine, Scheiner, Sheiner, Shine, Shines and many
more
The name is also spelt SHOEN, SCHOON, SCHONBEIN (lovely
tree) SHONFELD (lovely field) SCHONHOLZ (lovely house)
SCHONEMANN (lovely man) and SCHONBLUM (lovely flower).
The above arms are one of many found
Scheiner Name Meaning
German: nickname for someone with a radiant face or personality, from an agent derivative of
Middle High German schinan ‘to shine or radiate’. German: occupational name for a surveyor, from
Middle High German schiner ‘person who issues a document (modern German Schein) or a certificate’.

Great Scheiners of History
Christopher Scheiner
German astronomer, b. at Wald, near Mindelheim, in Swabia, 25 July,
1575; d. at Niesse, in Silesia, 18 July, 1650. He entered the Society of
Jesus in 1595, and after studying mathematics at Ingoldstadt, became
professor in that branch at Dillingen.
In 1610 he was recalled to Ingoldstadt, where he taught Hebrew and
mathematics with great success and became actively engaged in scientific
research. He had already invented his well-known pantograph or copying
instrument, and he now constructed a telescope, with which, aided by one
of his students, he began to observe the sun. Without the Scheiners, the Pantograph, science would be
nowhere where it is today.
He made use of a helioscope composed of coloured glasses in the beginning, but afterwards conceived
the idea of projecting the sun's image on a screen in order to study its surface. Kepler had
independently suggested the method, but Scheiner was the first to apply it in practice.

It was thus that in March, 1611, he discovered the existence of sun-spots, a phenomenon so contrary to
the philosophical notions of the time that his superiors did not wish him to publish it under his own
name for fear of ridicule. He therefore communicated the discovery to his friend Welser in Augsburg,
who, in 1612, published his letters under an assumed name. In subsequent letters he described the
rotation of the spots and the appearance of the faculæ .
In the meantime Galileo claimed to have observed the
spots before him. This led to further correspondence and a
long dispute followed regarding the priority of discovery. It
appears, however, that they were first noticed by Fabricius
shortly before either, and although Galileo may have
observed them before Scheiner, the latter made his
discovery quiet independently and also published it before
him. Scheiner's special claim, that he was the first to make
continuous observations of scientific value, cannot be
disputed.
Apart from his letters, he continued his systematic study of
the sun for nearly sixteen years before beginning the
publication of his great work, the "Rosa Ursina"
(Bracciani, 1626-30). This is a standard treatise on the
subject and besides his numerous observations, contains a
detailed account of his methods and apparatus. One of his
most valuable results was also his determination of the rotational elements of the sun.
In 1616 the Archduke Maximilian of Tyrol, attracted by his growing fame, invited him to Innsbruck,
where, besides carrying on his astronomical researches, he made important studies on the eye, showing
that the retina is the seat of vision. He likewise devised the optical experiment which bears his name.
He became rector of the new college of his order at Neisse in 1623, and later professor of mathematics
at Rome.
His last years, devoted to study and to the ministry, were spent at Neisse. Scheiner was one of the
leading astronomers of his time, and possessed to an uncommon degree the true scientific spirit.
Though not endowed with the deep insight into the truths of nature of his great contemporary Galileo,
he was nevertheless ingenious in devising methods and a skilled and painstaking observer. He insisted
particularly on the need of accurate data as a basis for subsequent theory.
He deserves the title of "pioneer" in the study of sun-spots. He wrote "Tres epistulæ de maculis
solaribus" (Augsburg, 1612); "De maculis solaribus et stellis circa Jovem errantibus accuratior
Disquisitio" (Augsburg, 1612); "Refractiones coelestes" (Ingoldstadt, 1617), in which he first called
attention to the elliptical form of the sun when near the horizon and attributed the phenomenon to
refraction; "Oculus h. e. Fundamentum opticum" (Innsbruck, 1619); "Pantographice seu ars delineandi"
(Rome 1631).
Source: The Catholic Encyclopedia
Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christoph_Scheiner

